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I. The Boat and The Compass

He had to trick himself into believing there would be a
two-way conversation again. To do this, he needed to construct a
boat: a sturdy vessel that would help him investigate a recently
carved out basin; a deep bowl that now appeared as a massive
lake swirling with sedatives and dangling nerve ends.
Objective A - Build something that will float. A
sustainable vessel that can be refueled by the unknown.
Objective B - Use the vessel to seek impossible solutions.
Objective C - Fuel the vessel with the power of the
unknown.
This isn't just a dream I’m having; this is me
acknowledging that constantly chasing is what I do best. This is
me coming to grips with a wayward self. This is my method of
steering around living fragments with the compass of art making,
a maneuver that produces more fragments and ultimately, more
questions.
In this boat, he can get into the mess of it all and begin
to collect the shattered pieces. In this boat, he would be able
to chase after the slipping of time and try to hear his
brother's voice again. In this boat, he becomes I.
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I'm not sleepy. I'm just tired of thinking there might be
an answer. But then again, I don't think I want an answer. I
cross through the imbalances that make up my experience, the
myths of life and death, my metamorphosis from son to father for
the second time, and the tragedy of lost cognitive functions my
younger brother is currently facing. I cross the imbalances and
continue on using art as my compass.
From his boat, he can see that his brother is pieces of
things now, things that don't line up, things that don't agree
with each other. From his boat, he can survey the surface and
begin to catalog the moving and still vital pieces of the other
“him”.
It's not that I haven't slept. I've been dreaming all day,
daydreaming about these significant imbalances and how to
rearrange them and tip the scales. This is me acknowledging how
these imbalances don't feel comfortable together, yet here they
are, right in front of me. How I deal with them is to call on
even more imbalances and to puzzle the way forward.
Row, row, row your boat1
Gently down the stream
If you see a crocodile
Don’t forget to scream
~ Author Unknown
& me
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 18 Dec. 2019,
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Row,_Row,_Row_Your_Boat.
1
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II. James and The Mosquito

If confronted by a starved great white shark, or a
fast-approaching cement truck, the body triggers a physical
response that prepares it to either take on obstacles or run
from the situation altogether. This "Fight-or-Flight" response
is put into motion by the Sympathetic Nervous System, a normally
harmonious network of nerves and hormones that, if thrown off
balance, can result in serious complications.

Fig.1
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As a result of a traumatic brain injury (TBI), brought on
by an explosive hemorrhage to the left-center-hemisphere of his
brain, the life of my younger brother James has been forever
changed. One of the many life-altering side effects that he is
currently facing is a nervous system disorder called Paroxysmal
Sympathetic Hyperactivity (PSH), "storming" for short. Symptoms
of storming can occur within hours or months of a brain injury,
and for me, with no medical background, the signs are very
alarming: rapid breathing, sweating, agitation, and abnormal
posturing to name a few.2
This event — now six months in — is devastating, and my
family is deeply mixed up in a new state of imbalances that I
must work through in my art making. As my brother experiences
the storms, and as we witness them, something in all of us
becomes dislodged, and we can't shake it back into place.
Putting myself into my brother's shoes is like entering a
labyrinth, a journey that really stresses me out. Unfortunately,
stress is a significant factor in the cause of my brother's TBI.
I only hope James isn't feeling stress now, but the storms
suggest that he is.

2

Lemke, Denise M. “Sympathetic Storming After Severe Traumatic Brain Injury.”
Critical Care Nurse,
 American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 1 Feb. 2007,
aacnjournals.org/ccnonline/article-abstract/27/1/30/1010/Sympath
etic-Storming-After-Severe-Traumatic-Brain?redirectedFrom=fullte xt.
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As my "Fight-or-Flight" response kicks in and helps me deal
with my stress, I've been able to use the 'Fight' response by
focusing on my breathing. I employ a rhythmic breathing pattern
that aims to reduce anxiety:
To use the 4-7-8 technique, focus on the following
breathing pattern: ... breathe in quietly through the nose
for 4 seconds. Hold the breath for a count of 7 seconds.
Exhale forcefully through the mouth, pursing the lips and
making a "whoosh" sound, for 8 seconds.3
4-7-8 has kept me from spinning out and has calmed my
nerves before any public situation I'm preparing to join. As my
primary fighting strategy, 4-7-8 is my tool when facing the
pressure of stress and anxiety.
If my 'Fight' response is to focus on taking long, deep
breaths in and out, then my 'Flight' response is to focus on my
daydreams that have an unpredictable rhythm. My 'Flight'
response comes from an awareness of the absurdity in life and a
willingness to negotiate the imbalances found in it. My 'Flight'
response reveals an obsession with mimicking the absurd world
and cozying up to uncomfortable imbalances; I do this through my
sculptural practice.
From the moment absurdity is recognized, it becomes a
passion, the most harrowing of all. But whether or not one
can live with one’s passions, whether or not one can accept
Fletcher, Jenna. “4-7-8 Breathing: How It Works, Benefits, and Uses.” Medical
News Today,
 MediLexicon International, 11 Feb. 2019,
www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324417.php.
3
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their law, which is to burn the heart they simultaneously
exalt.4
I escape and begin to unwrap everything endlessly through
art-making. My 'Flight' response becomes the boat in my mind
that relocates me far from the life issues that first forced me
to flee. My 'Flight' response partly governs the choices I make
in my art work. Like a wannabe science experiment, my work
starts with a hypothesis and
is followed by mixing a
variety of materials and
connecting disparate
systems. It's an addictive
endeavor that allows me to
face adversity if only
through circuitous routes.
The Sympathetic Nervous
System enlaced inside me
becomes my most reliable
ally. In a fitting contrast,

Fig.2

Camus, Albert. The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays. Trans. Justin O’Brien.
Westminster, London, England: Penguin Books. 1959.
4
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my taunting foe the mosquito will never know this delicate yet
essential "Fight-or-Flight" system. I have long been engaged
with mosquitos as a subject and a channel for my frustrations,
and since my brother’s tragic life change, the subject has taken
on a greater force for me. Like all other arthropods, the
mosquito has a relatively simple central nervous system. A
system with a dorsal brain linked to a ventral nerve cord that
consists of a paired segmental ganglia running along the ventral
midline of the thorax and abdomen.5
That I may be able to relate to a mosquito is
impossible, absurd. Yet, when they seek me out in a crowd and
suck on my blood, every chance they get, it makes it impossible
to rid them from my mind. Many controlled experiments provide
evidence of how mosquitoes always land and suck on people with
Type O blood, nearly twice as often as those with Type A blood.
People with Type B blood fall somewhere in the middle of this
itchy spectrum. In a twist I see as standard for my life, these
studies don’t apply to my experience at all. My blood is A+, and
sitting next to my O+ partner, I am the one they want, every
time. This blood-sucking song and dance is a trivial example of

Ortler, Brett. The Mosquito Book: An Entertaining, Fact-Filled Look at the
Dreaded Pesky Bloodsuckers.
 Cambridge, MN: Adventure Publications, Inc., 2014.
5
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an absurd imbalance. In my universe, though, trivial and
momentous are equally unranked qualities.
Fueled by my 'Flight' response and ignited by my hatred of
mosquitoes, I retreat to my studio and construct a sculpture to
deal with it all.

Fig.3

Various extension cord cut-offs make up a continuous
electrical circuit based on the finite nervous system of a
mosquito. A cluster of 6-volt batteries powers an electronic
preamp that feeds a 15kHz sonic frequency up through the
electrical circuit of cut-offs and out to the speakers on the
receiving end. From my research, 15kHz is the perfect sonic
frequency to repel mosquitoes. This circuit, now a crude musical
synthesizer produces a low rumbling static buzz in the gallery
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space while it stands near pool of stagnant water. It offers a
warped vignette of an ideal feeding ground for mosquitoes. The
sculpture’s title is pulled from the late Kurt Cobain's
fragmented songwriting style, "...A Placebo, An Embryo, A
Mosquito, My Libido."6 This work becomes another assisting member
in helping propel the vessel forward on my endless journey.

6

Cobain, Kurt, Krist Novoselic, and David Grohl. “Smells Like Teen Spirit.”
Santa Monica, California, U.S: Geffen Records. 1991.
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NOTICE:
Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be
prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be
banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot.
BY ORDER OF THE AUTHOR 7

III. The Rogue inside The Myth

My sculptures parallel the adventures of a character found
in a Picaresque novel. Similar to the Picaresque genre, my
subject matter is told through episodic narratives, starring
rough-around-the-edges rogue-like characters on the move.
Damaged but persistent, these characters move through time with
a loose plot or no plot at all. Mainly, my characters (by which
I mean materials like copper wire, extension cords, batteries,
motors, capacitors, speakers, Coca-Cola cans etc. — as well as
combinations of the above that play an active role in my
installations) are involved in a tale depicting a string of
moments, and this Picaresque hero or heroine is just trying to
figure it out.
In my imagination I launch a narrative of a curious
explorer who, bound to his need for communication, floating
downstream in his boat day after day. The boat is his vessel of

7

Berger, Arthur Asa. “‘Huck Finn” as an Existential Hero: Making Sense of
Absurdity.” Mark Twain Journal 18, no. 2 (1976): 12-17.
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choice, engineered and constructed out of desperation like a
common raft. He is holding his compass tight as it directs his
way.
This adopted fable allegorizes my longing to communicate
with my brother again — a yearning to understand the scope of my
brother's new reality and to implement methods of coping with
loss and working through recovery. This rogue traveler on his
boat becomes a metaphor for the relentless, absurd and modern
task of bringing together fragments. As "fable logic" lives in a
world of the imagination, "fable structure" lays out a whimsical
tale to be re-told and passed on. Medieval or modern, the fable
has no end.
As an artistic model
for me, the
Belgian-born,
Mexico-based artist
Francis Alÿs is a
prime example of a
fable generator.
Alÿs’s works are
fluid in nature,
Fig.4
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mutable, and open to multiple interpretations. A video
installation called “The Rehearsal” is rendered provisional by
the artist with the inclusion of drawings, models, and sketches
on its making. Its title alone suggests that it is not the final
product, only a preparatory gesture. In the video of “The
Rehearsal”, an old red Volkswagen Beetle attempts to climb a
dirt hill. It struggles to the top and rolls back down,
recalling the Myth of Sisyphus, condemned to roll a rock up a
mountain for eternity. In Albert Camus's re-telling of that
story, the futility of the situation is not tragic, but becomes
liberating in its realism as an antidote to nihilism.
You have already grasped that Sisyphus is the absurd
hero. He is, as much through his passions as through his
torture. His scorn of the gods, his hatred of death, and
his passion for life won him that unspeakable penalty in
which the whole being is exerted toward accomplishing
nothing. This is the price that must be paid for the
passions of this earth. Nothing is told us about Sisyphus
in the underworld. Myths are made for the imagination to
breathe life into them.8
Camus's final comment is the key to much of Alÿs's work.
Multiple versions of his artworks, with gaps and fantastical
narratives, encourage the audience to swell the mythic
dimensions of his practice through their own imaginations.

Camus, Albert. The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays. Trans. Justin O’Brien.
Westminster, London, England: Penguin Books. 1959.
8
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A similar expansive curiosity and an off-kilter compass
fuel my practice. My passion for art making carries a sense of
instability and an urgency to create narratives without ends,
highlighting all the absurdities and imbalances of the moment.
Found in the sculpture "...A Placebo, An Embryo, A Mosquito, My
Libido." the large cluster of 6-volt batteries are connected to
one end of the sculpture, supplying enough power to help produce
the harmonically rich buzz of a sawtooth wave frequency. This
15kHz frequency travels through the intricate circuit made up of
extension-cord cutoffs and power-cable sections, and is
amplified with several 3 way speakers on the opposite end of the
sculpture. Each element of this work relies on another to
produce the mosquito-repellent frequency. In this way, my
handmade nervous system is an actual structure of interdependent
parts analogous to a natural system. The systems are equally
solid in their absurdity and shaky in their logic.
To extend these endless narratives and absurd systems, I
will install handmade wall-mounted mirrors of various shapes and
sizes in the gallery space along with "...A Placebo, An Embryo,
A Mosquito, My Libido." Forged from bronze and stainless steel
and mounted in wood with tar; the polished mirrors are fractured
and segmented to splinter one central reflection.
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The mirrors exhibited around the
sculpture will bring another dimension
into the presentation by invoking
self-awareness, however absurd in their
logic. The viewer may now align
themselves with the consciousness
implied by the mirrors, so that the
chaotic structures and systems I have
built are not simply proliferating but
also bear witness to an off-kilter
sensibility.

Fig.5

To force multiple nervous systems — mine, my brother’s,
everyone's — into that of a mosquito’s, the free-standing
sculpture, "...A Placebo, An Embryo, A Mosquito, My Libido" is
surrounded by the residue of a reflective fairy tale, bringing
to mind the mythical concept of metamorphosis: a journey of
transformation, a heroic quest of cheating death by escaping
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with a boat and compass. This lesson is clouded in my project;
the transformation created by the mirrors encourages the gaze to
go back on itself, in a ricochet, picking up new information
with each pass. My nervous system colliding with yours,
colliding with the mosquito’s, and propelled by an oscillating
sound frequency, creates an endless feedback loop. Within the
feedback loop, the categories mutate, collide, and become
incompatible and interchangeable — a reflection of the imbalance
and absurdity of all things.
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